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Trademark statement

Is the registered trademark of PositionX , and is owned by the

owner.

Copyright statement

Copyright ©2021 PositionX. PositionX reserves all rights to this document and the

information contained herein. Products, names, logos and designs described herein may in

whole or in part be subject to intellectual property rights. Reproduction, use, modification

ordisclosure to third parties of this document or any part thereof without the express

permission of PositionX is strictly prohibited.

Attention

The information contained herein is provided "as is" and PositionX assumes no liability for

the use of the information. No warranty, either express or implied, is given with respect to,

including but not limited to, the accuracy, correctness, reliability and fitness for a particular

purpose of the information. This document may be revised by PositionX at any time.
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1. Introduction

PositionX R1 is a LTE CAT.1 wireless communication module with GNSS using LCC/LGA

castellation package. Adopting the 3GPP Rel.11 LTE technology, it delivers maximum data

rates up to 10Mbps download and 5Mbps upload. It also supports high precision positioning

with single-band RTK. It has comprehensive software functions to covers most of the

conventional application scenarios.

PositionX R1 a best choice for a wide range of M2M applications, such as logistics

management, shared equipment electronic fence management, driverless, agriculture,

tracking system, automotive, security solutions, anti-theft system, mobile computing devices,

wireless POS, metering, wearable device, etc..

Key Benefits

− LTE cat. 1 with 10Mbps download and 5Mbps upload;

−Standard AT instruction;

−Transparent mode support; Each socket supports 20 data caches

with the maximum 4KBytes;

−Embedded abundant Internet service protocols;

−Based on the existing operator network, with wide coverage and

high stability;

−Support KEEP-ALIVE, can keep the connection alive, and enhance

the stability of the connection;

−High precision positioning GNSS(GPS/BeiDou/Glonass) with single-band RTK;
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2. Key Features

Table 1: R1 Key Features
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3. Block diagram

The block diagram of R1 is as follows:

Figure 1: block diagram

R1
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4. Statement

This document provides information about R1 series of products. This document does

not grant any intellectual property license, express or implied, or any intellectual property

license by prohibition of speech or otherwise. We do not accept any liability other than that

stated in the terms and conditions of sale.Moreover, our company does not guarantee the

sale and / or use of this product explicitly or implicitly, including the applicability to the

specific use of the product, its merchantability or any patent right, Copyright or other

intellectual property rights are not guaranteed. We may modify the product specifications

and product descriptions at any time without prior notice.

PositionX

www.nbiot.com.cn
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